Short List No. 157 - 2015.

The B-List

(A Miscellany)
1 Badcock, Christopher. **PSYCHODARWINISM.** The New Synthesis of Darwin & Freud. Med. 8vo, First Edition; pp. xiv, 210; 17 figures, references, index; original papered boards; (neat name of former owner on half-title); a fine copy in dustwrapper. (London); HarperCollins Publishers; (1994). #62239  

A$50.00
2  Badger, Geoffrey. **THE EXPLORERS OF THE PACIFIC.** Cr. 4to, First Edition; pp. 248; endpaper & several full-page & text maps, 12 coloured plates, numerous illustrations (some full-page), notes, 8 appendices, bibliography, index; original papered boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper. (Sydney); Kangaroo Press; (1988).  ***Including Polynesian voyaging, Cook, Bougainville, Vancouver, La Perouse, Flinders, Dumont d’Urville, etc. #26778  A$75.00
3  **Baillie, P. J.**  **PORT LINCOLN AND DISTRICT.**  A Pictorial History.  Cr. 4to, First Edition; pp. 168; numerous illustrations, chronology; original cloth, gilt; (neat inscription on endpaper); a fine copy in dustwrapper.  (Blackwood); Lynton Publications Pty. Limited; (1978).  #27560  

A$65.00
5. **Ball, Max W.** *THIS FASCINATING OIL BUSINESS.* Illustrations by Jack Housez. Maps by Sven W. Reims and C. G. Mundy. First Edition; pp. [v]-420 (as issued); 2 endpaper maps, 8 full-page maps, numerous illustrations, 4 appendices, index; original cloth (spine a little dull; name card affixed to front endpaper); a very good copy. Indianapolis; The Bobbs-Merrill Company, Publishers; (1940). #39876

A$35.00
7  **Banks, Sir Joseph:** **THE ENDEAVOUR JOURNAL OF JOSEPH BANKS 1768-1771.** Edited by J. C. Beaglehole. 2 vols., med. 8vo, First Edition; Vol. I, pp. xxviii, 476; 5 sketch maps, 10 coloured plates, 6 b/w. plates to Introduction, 40 b/w. plates at end; Vol. II, pp. xvi, [ii], 406; folding map & 3 sketch maps, 6 coloured plates & 40 b/w. plates at end, 5 appendices, index; original cloth; (name of former owner on endpapers); a fine set in slightly worn dustwrappers. (Sydney); The Public Library of New South Wales in association with Angus and Robertson; (1962).  ***Beddie 705. Published from the original manuscript in the Mitchell Library, this is the first publication of BANKS’ Complete Journal of COOK’s First Voyage. Most of the illustrations are from paintings and drawings by SYDNEY PARKINSON, who accompanied BANKS as his draughtsman.**  

#21897  

A$650.00
8  Banks, Joseph:  **BANKS’ FLORILEGIUM.**  A Sale of One Hundred and Twenty Prints for the Benefit of the Banks Alecto Endeavour Fellowship to be administered by the Royal Society in conjunction with the British Musem (Natural History). Day of Sale, Thursday 3rd March 1988. 4to; pp. 30, [2]; map, 3 illustrations (1 coloured) illustrating the printing process and 12 coloured illustrations reproducing some of the prints; original stiff wrappers. London; Sotheby’s; 1988. ***With notes on the history of the printing plates and the processes used. List of prices realised loosely inserted.  

#47212

A$45.00
9  Barr, William and Williams, Glyndwr; Editors. **VOYAGES TO HUDSON BAY IN SEARCH OF A NORTHWEST PASSAGE 1741-1747.** Volume I. The Voyage of Christopher Middleton 1741-1742. First Edition; pp. xiv, 338(last 5 blank); 11 illus., bibliog., index. [and] Volume II. The Voyage of William Moor and Francis Smith, 1746-1747. First Edition; pp. [ii], xvi, 398(last 5 blank); 20 illus. (incl. double-page map & double-page illust.), 2 bibliogs., index. Together, 2 vols., original cloth; a fine set in dustwrappers. London; The Hakluyt Society; 1994-95.  ***Hakluyt Society Second Series, Vols. 177 & 181.  #57438  A$145.00
10 Barr, William; Editor. **SEARCHING FOR FRANKLIN: The Land Arctic Searching Expedition.** James Anderson’s and James Stewart’s Expedition via the Back River 1855. Super roy. 8vo, First Edition; pp. xvi, 292; frontispiece, 9 full-page maps, 3 full-page illustrations, bibliography, index; original cloth, gilt; a fine copy in dustwrapper. London; The Hakluyt Society; 1999. ***Series III, Volume 1, the first of a fine new series in slightly larger format than Series I & II. #63372 A$145.00
11 Barratt, Glynn. **RUSSIA IN PACIFIC WATERS, 1715-1825.**

A$145.00
12 **Barrett**, Charles. **AUSTRALIAN ANIMALS.** Sun Nature Book No. 2. A Book for all Nature Lovers. 4to; pp. 44 (including wrappers); 7 coloured plates (included in pagination), numerous b/w. illus.; original wrappers; a nice copy. Melbourne; Sun News-Pictorial; N.D. [1932]. ***McLaren 32. #8619** A$35.00
15 Batchelor, John Calvin. **THE BIRTH OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF ANTARCTICA.** Roy. 8vo, First Edition; pp. [xii], 404(last blank); full-page & 2 other maps; original cloth-backed boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper. New York; The Dial Press; (1983). ***An adventure novel in the dystopian tradition of Orwell and Golding, set in part, in Antarctica. #62675 **A$60.00
16  Bate, Weston.  **A HISTORY OF BRIGHTON.**  First Edition, Second Impression, with corrections; pp. xii, 428(last 3 blank); 3 maps, 18 plates (including 2 folding maps), 2 text figures, appendices, index; original papered boards; a nice copy in dustwrapper.  (Melbourne); Melbourne University Press; (1963).  *****Lawrence FitzGerald’s copy with bookplate and soft pencilled lines in margins.  #18864  A$65.00
17 Battson, R. K.  **PERIOD SHIP MODELLING.** Constructional notes, with sixty-five diagrams on the making of an Elizabethan galleon. Cr. 8vo, Revised Edition; pp. 80; 65 figures; original stiff wrappers; a nice copy. Watford; Model & Allied Publications, Argus Books Ltd; (1979). #24226

A$18.00
18  Batty, Beatrice.  **FORTY-TWO YEARS AMONGST THE INDIANS AND ESKIMO.** Pictures from the Life of The Right Reverend John Hordern.  Cr. 8vo, Facsimile Edition; pp. 224(last blank); full-page map, 14 illustrations; original cloth; a fine copy.  New Delhi; Asian Educational Services; 1996.  ***First published in 1893 by The Religious Tract Society; the original portrait frontispiece was not reproduced in this facsimile.  #32599  A$45.00
19 **Baudin, Nicolas.** *THE JOURNAL OF POST CAPTAIN NICOLAS BAUDIN,* Commander-in-Chief of the Corvettes Geographe and Naturaliste. Assigned by Order of the Government to a Voyage of Discovery. Translated from the French by Christine Cornell, B.A. (Hons.). Med. 4to, First Edition; pp. xxii, 610(last blank); 2 maps, frontispiece, 8 appendices, index; original cloth (lower corner bumped, otherwise a fine, clean copy). Adelaide; Libraries Board of South Australia; 1974. ***The first publication in any language of Baudin’s Journal.*** #723 A$250.00
20 Bay Books: HOME DOCTOR. The Complete Home Medical Guide for You and Your Family. 4to, First Edition; pp. [vi], 384, 128(First Aid), [2](blank); very numerous coloured illustrations, index to first section and index to First Aid; original papered boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper. Sydney and London; Bay Books; N.D. [c. 1985]. ***The First Aid section is by Dr James Witchall.
#26353
A$45.00
21 Beaglehole, J. C.; Editor. **COOK AND THE RUSSIANS.** An addendum to the Hakluyt Society’s edition of *The Voyage of the Resolution and Discovery, 1776-1780* [Cover title]. Pp. 12(last 2 blank); original wrappers; a fine copy. London; Published by the Hakluyt Society; 1973. #8757  

A$45.00
22  **Beale, Edgar.** *KENNEDY OF CAPE YORK.* Med. 8vo, First Edition; pp. [xii], 284(last 3 blank); endpaper maps, 2 double-page, 1 full-page & 3 text maps, 20 plates, bibliography including MS., newspaper & Registries sections, notes, sources, etc., index; original papered boards; (some minor internal soiling); a very good copy in dustwrapper. (Adelaide); Rigby; (1970). #5009  

A$75.00
23 Beatty, Clyde; with Edward Anthony. **FACING THE BIG CATS.** My World of Lions and Tigers. First Edition; pp. xii, 306, [2] (blank); 32 plates; original papered boards; (edges a little spotted); a very good copy. London; Heinemann; (1965). ***Circus stories.***

#65161

A$20.00
24  Beaver, Paul.  **Warships Illustrated No. 3. NATO NAVIES OF THE 1980s.**  Cr. 4to, First Edition; pp. 72; 143 illustrations (a few coloured); original stiff wrappers; a nice copy.  [Poole, Dorset]; Arms and Armour Press; [1985].  #57665

A$15.00
25 Beebe, William. *A ROUND TRIP TO DAVY JONES’S LOCKER*. Peering into Mysteries a Quarter Mile Down in the Open Sea, by Means of the Bathyscaphe. Super roy. 8vo; pp. 653-88; map, 8 coloured plates, 14 b/w. illustrations; contained in the National Geographic Magazine, June, 1931; original wrappers (spine worn). Washington; National Geographic Society; 1931. #62978 A$35.00
WITH AN ACCOUNT OF PITCAIRN AND ITS INHABITANTS

26 Beechey, Captain Frederick William: **NARRATIVE OF A VOYAGE TO THE PACIFIC AND BEERING’S STRAIT**, to co-operate with the Polar Expeditions: Performed in His Majesty’s Ship Blossom, under the Command of Captain F. W. Beechey, R.N. F.R.S. &c. in the Years, 1825, 26, 27, 28. Published by Authority of the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty. 2 vols., First 8vo Edition; Vol. I, pp. [iii]-xxviii, 472; 3 charts (2 folding), 13 plates, 1 text illus.; Vol. II, pp. iv, 330, [ii](title to appendix), 331-452; 10 plates (4 folding), 6 appendices (including Esquimaux vocabulary); bound without half-titles in full contemporary calf (rebacked; some foxing & browning of plates, but a very good set); very scarce. London; Henry Colburn & Richard Bentley; 1831. ***Du Rietz 68; Ferguson 1419. This octavo edition was preceded by a quarto edition (the so-called “Admiralty Edition”) of the same year (see Ferguson 1418). The work includes an account of Pitcairn Island and its inhabitants (including 3 plates), also Tahiti and other Pacific islands, Kotzebue Sound, San Francisco and an account of China. #34918

A$2750.00
27  **Begg, A. Charles & Begg, Neil C.**  **DUSKY BAY.** [In the Steps of Captain Cook]. Foreword by the Right Hon. The Viscount Cobham. Med. 8vo, First Edition; pp. 240(last blank); 18 maps & figures, 12 coloured & 16 b/w. plates, 3 appendices, bibliography, index; a very good copy in slightly worn dustwrapper; scarce. Christchurch; Whitcombe & Tombs Ltd; (1966). #50617  

A$125.00
28  Bertin, Leon.  **LAROUSSE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ANIMAL LIFE.** Based on La Vie des Animaux by Leon Bertin with contributions by Maurice Burton, J.A. L. Cooke, F. E. G. Cox, R. Phillips Dales, R. G. Davies, Benjamin Dawes, J. F. D. Frazer, James Green, Shirley Hawkins, J. W. Jones, C. M. Yonge and Peter Walker. Foreword by Robert Cushman Murphy, Lamont Curator Emeritus of Birds, American Museum of Natural History. 4to, First Edition; pp. 640; 64 coloured plates, numerous b/w. illustrations, classification table, glossary, bibliography, index; original cloth (fore-edge of front board a little flecked); a nice copy in dustwrapper. London; Paul Hamlyn; (1967). #48063  

A$40.00
29 **Besant, Walter.** *CAPTAIN COOK.* With illustrations by J. Macfarlane. Fourth Impression; pp. viii, 192(last blank); portrait frontispiece & 7 plates; full prize calf, gilt, by Relfe Bros., marbled edges & endpapers (boards a little flecked); a very good copy. London; Macmillan and Co.; 1903. ***Macmillan’s Prize Library; the first edition to contain the additional illustrations.*** #49323  

A$65.00
30 Betz, Carl E. **PRINCIPLES OF MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTING.** Med. 8vo, First Edition; pp. [ii], 528(last 3 blank); coloured frontispiece, 227 figures, 8 tables, appendix, bibliography, index; original cloth; a nice copy in torn dustwrapper. Chicago, Illinois; Published by Magnaflux Corporation; 1967.

#40096  

**A$35.00**
31 Bible: THE DEVOTIONAL ALPHABETICALLY INDEXED FAMILY BIBLE. Containing the old and new testaments (Authorized or King James Version). Self-Pronouncing. In which all the Proper Names are Divided, Accented, and marked with the Vowel Sounds, Showing how they should be Pronounced. Red Letter Edition (Words Spoken by Christ Printed in Red). > at the beginning of a verse refers to prophecies of Christ. Dictionary-Concordance and many other important and useful aids to the studies of the Holy Scriptures. All written to increase the interest and simplify the study of the word of God. A Bible of outstanding help-inspiration-strength. Beautifully illustrated with colored paintings. Med. 4to; pp. [vi], 272, 704, [18], 705-1088, 32(Atlas); New Testament in red & black, 4 double-page coloured plates, 74 pages of coloured plates, chronology, illustrated dictionary of the Bible, concordance, index to maps and Atlas of the Bible Lands; original vinyl, gilt; watered silk endpapers, all edges gilt, marker ribbon; a fine copy. Wichita, Kansas; De Vore & Sons, Inc.; (1982). #26837

A$50.00
32 Bickel, Lennard. **SHACKLETON’S FORGOTTEN ARGONAUTS.** [Foreword by Rt. Hon. Lord Shackleton, K.C., P.C., O.B.E.]. First Edition; pp. xiv, 230; 2 endpaper & 1 full-page maps, 16 plates (including 2 double-page), index; original red-brown papered boards, spine lettered in white; a very good copy in dustwrapper; scarce. (Melbourne); Macmillan; (1982). ***Renard 131.***  
#3949 A$195.00
33  **Bicks, Jane R.; D.V.M.  **THE REVOLUTION IN CAT NUTRITION.  Dr. Jane’s Guide—The New Way. Photography by Terry deRoy Gruber. First Edition; pp. xx, 252(last blank); 16 plates, glossary, references, index; original quarter cloth; a nice copy in dustwrapper. New York; Rawson Associates; (1986).  ***A comprehensive guide to nutrition and other aspects of cat feeding.

#65160  

A$30.00

A$70.00

A$30.00
36 **Binns, Ronald; with R. J. Bell.** *THE LOCH NESS MYSTERY SOLVED.* First Edition; pp. xii, 228; map, 16 plates, several figures, bibliography, index; original papered boards; a very good copy in dustwrapper. (Somerset); Open Books; (1983). ***The true believers will hate this book, and I haven’t read it in full, but the author shows photographs of real creatures and natural phenomena which convincingly demonstrate that there is no mystery. #65179 A$35.00
37  Birrell, Augustine.  *MEN, WOMEN, AND BOOKS AND RES JUDICATAE*. Papers and Essays. Cr. 8vo, New Edition; pp. vi, 340, [4](adv.), xxiv(inserted adv. dated 1918); original cloth; (a few spots); a very good copy. London; Duckworth & Co.; [1912]. ***A volume in The Readers’ Library. #36849  A$25.00
38 **Blainey**, Geoffrey. *A LAND HALF WON*. First Edition; pp. vi, 390(last 2 blank); 2 text maps, 12 plates, sources, index; original papered boards; a nice copy in dustwrapper. (Melbourne); Macmillan; (1980). #11739

A$70.00
A FINE COLLECTION OF PRESENTATION COPIES

39 [Bland, Dr. William; Editor]. JOURNEY OF DISCOVERY TO PORT PHILLIP, NEW SOUTH WALES, in 1824 and 1825. By W. H. Hovell and H. Hume, Esquires. Second Edition. Sydney: Published by James Tegg. Printed by Henry Bull. 1837. Demy 8vo in fours; pp. viii, 98(last printer’s colophon only); folding engraved “Map of Australia from Moreton Bay to the New Colonies in Australia Felix with the Discoveries of the Recent Expeditions in the interior in 1824-5 and 1835-6 Published by R[aphael] Clint, Sydney”, with the route outlined in red by hand; appendix; full contemporary dark plum roan, nicely panelled in blind & gilt; all edges gilt; unsigned and unticketed but almost certainly by the Sydney binder Kern; (the spine a little faded; lower edge of the map just shaved by the binder); a fine copy; very rare. Sydney; James Tegg; 1837. ***A special presentation binding with stamping in gilt on front board to “Coln. Perceval, C.B. from the Editor Wm. Bland.” Ferguson 2234; Wantrup 110 and page 187 (q.v.). A rare presentation copy of the first published account in book form of the first exploration into the Port Phillip district. The designation on title-page “Second Edition” is considerably misleading as the “First Edition” of 1831 (what Bland describes in his Preface to the present volume as the “first limited impression”) was evidently made up from preliminary printings in very few copies (Bland laments the lack of a supply of paper for its printing) and most of those few copies which have survived are incomplete. It is one of the legendary
rarities of Australian exploration with only one or two copies in private hands. The South Australian library issued a facsimile of that “edition” in 1965 (reprinted 1971). Hume and Hovell’s exploration was of vast importance as numerous significant discoveries were made including the Hume (later renamed the Murray), Tumut, Ovens and Goulburn Rivers, the Australian Alps, and vast tracts of fertile and well-watered country. Their reports at last dispelled the notion of Oxley that the land to the south was worthless and paved the way for the explorations of Sturt and Mitchell which followed. Bland’s work was edited from the journals of Hovell and Hume, neither of whom published accounts of their own until 1855 when Hume, stung into action by press reports which seemed to suggest that Hovell was taking all the credit for their discoveries, first published his “Brief Statement of Facts ....” [with]

and Principally on Public Works; as a means of promoting and supporting Immigration. 1842. Sydney: Printed by D. L. Welch, Atlas Office, Charlotte Place, Church Hill. 1842. Pp. 24. Three works in one volume, 8vo, bound in a contemporary colonial binding (unsigned and unticketed but almost certainly by Kern) of dark plum roan, ruled and lettered in gilt, with attractive marbled endpapers; (spine slightly faded); a fine copy. Sydney; James Tegg [and] D. L. Welch; 1840, 1842, 1842. ***Ferguson 2922, 3364, and 3365. [with]

Bland, William. **SUPPRESSION OF SPONTANEOUS COMBUSTION IN WOOL SHIPS, &c., &c., &c.** Second Edition. By W. Bland, M.C. Sydney: D. L. Welch, Printer, Atlas Office, George Street, opposite the Post Office. 1845. 8vo, Second Edition; pp. x, [11]-16; 2 fine plates engraved by John Carmichael, North Kent Street, Sydney, and published by W. Bland, 1839; handsomely bound in a contemporary colonial binding (unsigned and unticketed but almost certainly by Kern) of dark plum roan, ruled and lettered in gilt (spine slightly faded); a fine copy. Sydney, D. L. Welch, 1845. ***Author’s presentation copy: stamped in gilt on the front board: “Coln. Perceval C.B. 12th Regiment. From the Inventor”***. Ferguson, 3992. Ferguson lists two “First Editions” of 1843 (F. 3572 & 3573), one of six pages royal octavo, (apparently usually without plates), and another which appears similar to the present work, but represented only in the National Library copy, and notes a third edition of 1867 (which, however,
he does not list). Clearly an invention of significant importance for a country dependent for its economy on the export of wool. [with]

**Bland, William. LETTER TO HIS EXCELLENCY SIR CHARLES AUGUSTUS FITZ ROY, Governor-in-Chief of New South Wales, &c. &c. &c.** From William Bland, M.C January 11, 1850. Sydney: Printed by T. Forster, 334, Pitt-street, North. MDCCCL. 8vo, First Edition; pp. 14; bound in a contemporary colonial binding (unsigned and unticketed but almost certainly by Kern) of dark plum roan, ruled and lettered in gilt (spine a little faded); a fine copy. Sydney; T. Forster; 1850. **Stamped in gilt on the front board: “Coln. Perceval C. B. 12th Regiment”. Ferguson 5289.** Bland comments on the financial state of the colony and the remedies proposed in England, such as a reduction of the drain upon the Land Fund from the colony, and revival of Transportation. Together, 6 works in 4 volumes, 8vo. Sydney; James Tegg [and others]; 1837-50. **Similarly, but not identically bound in contemporary colonial presentation bindings, almost certainly executed for Bland by the Sydney binder Kern, and presented to Lt.-Colonel John Maxwell Perceval. The attribution of the bindings to Kern is based on the survival of similarly bound presentation copies of the Hume and Hovell account which contain Kern’s ticket. Colonel Perceval took up command of the 1st Battalion of the 12th Regiment in 1854, during which year it arrived at Van Diemen’s Land and served in Australia for six years. He attained the rank of General in 1874. #42475 A$48,000.00**
40  [Bland, William; Editor]. **JOURNEY OF DISCOVERY TO PORT PHILLIP, NEW SOUTH WALES;** by Messrs. W. H. Hovell, and Hamilton Hume; in 1824 and 1825. Sydney: A. Hill, Printer, George Street. Facsimile of First Edition; pp. [ii], [iv], viii, 88(last blank), [8](Appendix, last 3 blank); original vinyl; a fine copy. [Adelaide; Libraries Board of South Australia; 1965]. ***Australiana Facsimile Editions, No. 12 (610 copies printed). The original edition, published in 1831, is extremely rare, and the second edition of 1837 is also very rare [see preceding item in this list]. This is an interesting copy, from the library of Brigadier Lawrence Fitzgerald, with bookplate, and with numerous pencilled notes on geographical locations, etc. in margins; also a pasted-in note concerning the original edition in the State Library of Victoria. #6508

A$175.00
41 Bligh, William: *A VOYAGE TO THE SOUTH SEA*, undertaken by Command of His Majesty, for the Purpose of Conveying the Bread-Fruit Tree to the West Indies, in His Majesty’s Ship the Bounty, commanded by Lieutenant William Bligh. Including an Account of the Mutiny on Board the said Ship, and the Subsequent Voyage of Part of the Crew, in the Ship’s Boat, from Tofoa, one of the Friendly Islands, to Timor, a Dutch Settlement in the East Indies. Demy 4to, Facsimile Edition; pp. [iv], [x], 264; 6 charts & plans (5 folding), 2 plates; original papered boards; (spine slightly faded; a little marginal foxing); a very good copy in faded dustwrapper. (Melbourne; Hutchinson; 1979).

***Facsimile of the First Edition, London, George Nicol, M.DCC.XCII [1792] - see Ferguson 125. Although probably best known for the Bounty mutiny, Bligh was a superb seaman and made many discoveries and observations of value, both in the voyage of the Bounty’s launch subsequent to the mutiny and in his second voyage with the ships Providence and Assistant. #98

A$110.00
42  **Blum, Deborah.** *LOVE AT GOON PARK.* Harry Harlow and the Science of Affection. Med. 8vo, First Edition, Second Impression; pp. xvi, 336; 8 plates, notes, index; original pictorial papered boards; a fine copy in slightly defective dustwrapper. (Cambridge, Massachusetts); Perseus Publishing, A Member of the Perseus Books Group; (2002). #51332  

**A$40.00**
43  Boase, Frederic. **MODERN ENGLISH BIOGRAPHY** containing many thousand concise memoirs of persons who have died during the years 1851-1900, with an index of the most interesting matter. Volume I - A to H [to Volume VI (Supplement Volume III). L-Z]. 6 vols., cr. 4to, Facsimile Edition; Vol. I, pp. [xii], [856](last blank, i.e. 1710 columns); Vol. II, pp. [viii], [888](i.e. 1776 columns); Vol. III, pp. [vi], [830](i.e. 1660 columns); Vol. IV (Supplement to Volume I), pp. [vi], [434](last blank, i.e. 866 columns); Vol. V (Supplement to Volume II), pp. [vi], [430](i.e. 858 columns); Vol. VI (Supplement to Volume III), pp. [viii], [508](i.e. 1016 columns); title-pages in red & black; original cloth; a fine set in original acetate dustwrappers; scarce. (London); Frank Cass & Co. Ltd.; 1965. ***First published 1892-1921 in very limited editions of 250 copies (Vols. I-III) and 125 copies (Vols. IV-VI) and here reprinted for the first time and designated Second Impression.  
#15336  
A$275.00
**Boer War:**  **THE TIMES.**  No. 36,521. London, Wednesday, July 31, 1901. The complete issue, broadsheet; pp. 16; disbound from a volume, with traces of glue on spine, a section of the sporting news blacked out in dark brown paint, for no obvious reason, but otherwise in excellent condition. London; George Edward Wright [for The Times]; 1901.  ***Includes reference to the progress of the Boer war, etc.***  #17048
Bond, George. **A BRIEF ACCOUNT OF THE COLONY OF PORT-JACKSON**, in New South Wales; Its Native Inhabitants, Productions, &c. &c. By George Bond. First published by the Author at Southampton in 1803 and reprinted for Him at Oxford, Lond, Cork and Dublin in various Years to about 1810. Eighth Edition, faithfully reprinted from the first, incorporating the additions and corrections of the later editions. Edited, with bibliographical notes by Julien Renard. Melbourne: Published by Edition Renard, 2005. 8vo, Limited Edition; pp. [vi], 42(last colophon); sewn in original stiff wrappers, with french fold. Melbourne; Edition Renard; 2005. ***Limited Edition of 100 copies within a total edition of 200 numbered copies, and now first published since about 1810. All the original editions are of great rarity. No copies of the 2nd or 3rd editions have been recorded and the first (Southampton, 1803) edition is extremely rare, while the 4th (Oxford, 1806), 5th (London, 1809), 5th (i.e. 6th, Cork, undated), and 6th (i.e. 7th, Dublin, also undated), editions are all very rare. The work is of considerable importance as one of the few accounts of Hunter’s period as Governor. Hunter was dissatisfied with Bond’s behaviour in the colony and complained of him in dispatches. Hunter was instructed to return him to England and Bond left the colony under a cloud in 1800, but his narrative was evidently very popular. He gives an account of the operation of the convict system and the economic corruption in the colony, and describes early efforts to encourage free settlers. He includes also comments on the Aborigines and on the natural history of the colony, including much from first-hand experience. See Ferguson 480; Wantrup, pp. 91-3. #15238 A$75.00
46  Boot, Kelvin and Franks, Elaine. **WEST COUNTRY WILDLIFE.** A Naturalist’s Year in Devon and Cornwall. Cr. 4to, First Edition; pp. 176; endpaper map & several small sketch maps in text, numerous coloured illustrations, index; original papered boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper. (London); George Philip; (1992). #38973  \$25.00
47 Borchgrevink, C. E.; Commander of the Expedition. **FIRST ON THE ANTARCTIC CONTINENT:** Being an Account of the British Antarctic Expedition 1898-1900. First Edition; pp. xvi, 336(last 3 blank), 32(adv); 3 folding tinted maps, 19 full-page plates (including photogravure portrait frontispiece), 178 photos. in text, appendices, index; original blue cloth, lettered in gilt on spine and front board, with fine gilt illustration of the Author standing on the Antarctic on spine, and superb gilt and silver illustration on front board; top edge gilt, others uncut; (spine ends & joints a little worn); a very good, generally clean copy; very scarce. London; George Newnes, Limited; 1901. ***Spence 151; Renard 152; Rosove 45.A1. Inscribed on half-title to John Cumpston (Antarctic historian) from Carl Straubel, 1952. #11215

A$2200.00
48 Bottcher, Helmuth M. **WONDER DRUGS.** A History of Antibiotics. Translated from the German by Einhart Kawerau. First U.S. Edition, Sixth Impression; pp. x, 292(last 7 blank); original cloth (slightly spotted; a couple of leaves slightly creased); a very good copy. Philadelphia & New York; J. B. Lippincott Company; (1963). ***Published in Britain under the title “Miracle Drugs”. Covers the history from ancient Egyptian times to penicillin and more recent drugs. #65313 A$30.00
49  **Bowen, John; Edited by.** SCALE MODEL SAILING SHIPS.

Cr. 4to, First Edition; pp. 192; numerous illustrations & figures, bibliography, glossary; original papered boards; a very good copy in dustwrapper. Greenwich; Conway Maritime Press; (1977).

#24144

A$30.00
50  **Bowness, Edward.** *MODELLING THE CUTTY SARK.* Cr. 4to, Fifth Impression; pp. vi, 58; 35 illustrations, 62 figures, glossary; original wrappers; (name on title-page). Watford; Model and Allied Publications, Argus Books Ltd; 1979). #24304  

**A$25.00**
51 Bowring, Mary. **ANIMALS BEFORE BREAKFAST.** First Edition; pp. 192; original papered boards; a very good copy in dustwrapper. London; W.H. Allen, A Howard & Wyndham Company; 1978. ***Reminiscences of a veterinarian’s wife.***

#65199

A$20.00
52  Boys, Robert Douglass. **FIRST YEARS AT PORT PHILLIP.**
Preceded by a Summary of Historical Events from 1768. Small
roy. 8vo, First Edition; pp. [viii], 160; index; original cloth (fore-
margin darkened & a little bubbled; lacking front endpaper); scarce.
Melbourne; Robertson & Mullens Ltd.; 1935. ***With the bookplate of
Fred C. Smith, with Aboriginal motifs and artefacts. #25935  A$65.00
53  Braude, Stephen E.  THE LIMITS OF INFLUENCE. Psychokinesis and the Philosophy of Science. First Edition; pp. xiv, 314(last 3 blank); several figures, notes, bibliography, index; original papered boards; a nice copy in dustwrapper. New York and London; Routledge & Kegan Paul; (1986). #64928  A$25.00
Braxton, Dorothy. **THE ABOMINABLE SNOW-WOMEN.** First Edition; pp. 204 (last 3 blank); endpaper maps, 16 plates; original light blue cloth-grained papered boards, spine lettered in blue; a nice copy in dustwrapper with a fine coloured illustration of an elephant seal on front. Wellington; A. H. & A. W. Reed; (1969). ***Not in Spence; Renard 167. Antarctica as first seen and recorded by a woman. #8182

A$60.00
55  **Brentano, Frances; Edited by.** **BIG CATS.** An Anthology of the Jungle. Illustrated by Eric Fraser. With a Foreword by Field Marshal Earl Wavell. First Edition; pp. 344; a few illustrations, index of Authors, original cloth (a little bumped); a very good copy in worn dustwrapper. London; Ernest Benn Limited; (1949).

#65149  

A$30.00
56  Brick, Hans. **JUNGLE, BE GENTLE.** Illustrated. Cr. 8vo, First Edition; pp. xii, 210, [2](blank); 12 plates; original papered boards; a nice copy in dustwrapper. London; Peter Davies; (1960). ***The training of big cats and other animals for the circus ring, including kangaroos, horses, primates and elephants; as well as reptile behaviour.***

#65154

A$30.00
57  **Bride, Thomas Francis.**  **LETTERS FROM VICTORIAN PIONEERS:**  Being a Series of Papers on the Early Occupation of the Colony, the Aborigines, Etc. Addressed by Victorian Pioneers to His Excellency Charles Joseph La Trobe, Esq. Lieutenant-Governor of the Colony of Victoria. Edited with an introduction and notes by C. E. Sayers. From the Original edition edited for the Trustees of the Public Library. By Thomas Francis Bride, LL.D, during his period of office as Librarian of the Public Library of Victoria. Foreword by Helen Vellacott. Roy. 8vo, First extensively illustrated Edition; pp. [ii], xviii, 458(last blank); endpaper maps, 70 illustrations on 31 plates, index; original papered boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper. (South Yarra); Currey O’Neil; (1983).  ***Originally published in 1898 (with 2 plates & map only).**  #50080  **A$110.00**
58 Briggs, John.  **HISTORY OF THE RISE OF THE MAHOMEDAN POWER IN INDIA** till the year A.D. 1612. Translated from the Original Persian of Mahomed Kasim Ferishta by John Briggs, M.R.A.S., Lieutenant-Colonel in the Madras Army. To which is added, An Account of the Conquest by the Kings of Hydrabad of those Parts of the Madras Provinces denominated the Ceded Districts and Northern Circars. With Copious Notes. 4 vols., 8vo; Vol. I, pp. lxiv, 360; several genealogical tables (2 folding), chronology; Vol. II, pp. xvi, 352; 3 genealogical tables (2 folding), chronology; Vol. III, pp. xx, 332(last 4 blank); 3 genealogical tables (1 folding), chronology; Vol. IV, pp. xxiv, 424(last blank); 8 genealogical tables (6 folding), chronology, alphabetical lists; original cloth; a very good set in dustwrappers. New Delhi; Oriental Books Reprint Corporation; (1981). #15725  

A$95.00
59 **Brion, Marcel.** *Pompeii and Herculaneum.* The Glory and the Grief. Text by Marcel Brion. Photographs by Edwin Smith. Translated by John Rosenberg. Demy 4to, First Edition, Third Impression; pp. 240; numerous illustrations (several coloured), folding plans of Pompeii & Herculaneum & several other text plans, notes, bibliography, glossary, index; original canvas; a very good copy. London; Elek Books Limited; (1961). #49671 **A$45.00**
60  **British Royalty:**  GREAT EVENTS OF THE ROYAL YEAR **1953** [cover title]. 4to, First Edition; pp. [96](including pastedowns); very numerous illustrations (including 23 pages in colour); original papered boards (slightly rubbed) in torn dustwrapper.  [London; L. T. A. Robinson]; 1953.  #28770  

**A$20.00**
61  Brockedon, W. **FINDEN’S ILLUSTRATIONS TO THE LIFE AND WORKS OF LORD BYRON.** With original and selected information on the subjects of the engravings. In two volumes. Vol. II [ONLY]. Med. 8vo; pp. [176]; 61 fine engraved plates; contemporary half morocco (a little rubbed); all edges gilt; a nice copy. London; John Murray; [1837]. ***Including a portrait of the young Ada Lovelace and fine views from Greece, Turkey, Scotland, England, Portugal and Spain.***

#27520

A$75.00
Cr. 8vo; pp. 352; index; original cloth; a very good copy in worn 
dustwrapper.  London; Cassell & Co Ltd; (1954).  ***Farming and the 
soil.  The First U.K. Edition was published in 1951.  #14398  A$25.00
63 Brothers, Leslie. **FRIDAY’S FOOTPRINT.** How Society Shapes the Human Mind. Med. 8vo, First Edition; pp. xvi, 192(last 5 blank); a few figures, notes, references, index; original quarter cloth; a fine copy in dustwrapper. New York; Oxford University Press; 1997. #45936 A$40.00
64  Brown, Ivor.  **SHAKESPEARE.**  First Edition; pp. 352; 2 appendices, note on books, index; original cloth, patterned endpapers; a very good copy.  London; Collins; (1949).  #36654  A$30.00
66 Bryant, Arthur. **TRIUMPH IN THE WEST, 1943-1946.**
Based on the Diaries and Autobiographical Notes of Field Marshal the Viscount Alanbrooke K.G., O.M. Cr. 8vo; pp. 448(last blank); 6 maps (2 double-page), index; original papered boards; a nice copy in slightly worn dustwrapper. London; The Reprint Society; (1960).

#19800

A$20.00
67  **Buckland, Francis T. CURIOSITIES OF NATURAL HISTORY.** [First Series]. Third Edition. Cr. 8vo, Facsimile Edition; pp. [ii], xvi, 320(last blank); 3 plates; original vinyl; a very good copy. (Wakefield, Yorkshire); Republished by EP Publishing Limited, British Book Centre, Inc.; 1975. ***First published in 1857. #65204 A$25.00

***First published in 1884, this second edition was originally published in 1925. #38227

A$30.00
69 Bullitt, Orville H. **SEARCH FOR SYBARIS.** [The story of the archaeologists’ eight-year search for the ancient city of the Sybarites, and their way of life and times]. First U.K. Edition; pp. xvi, 238, [2] (blank); 5 maps, 17 illustrations, notes, bibliography, index; original cloth; a nice copy in dustwrapper. London; J. M. Dent & Sons Limited; (1971). #38356 **A$40.00**
70  **Bullough**, Geoffrey; Edited by. *Narrative and Dramatic Sources of Shakespeare*. Volume IV. Later English History Plays: King John, Henry IV, Henry V, Henry VIII. New Impression; pp. xvi, 534, [2](blank); chronological table, bibliography, index to the introductions; original cloth; a fine copy. London; Routledge and Kegan Paul; (1987). ***First published 1962.** #36836  A$35.00

A$95.00
THE FINAL, FINAL AND ONLY COMPLETE VERSION

72 Burke & Wills: PROGRESS REPORTS AND FINAL REPORT OF THE EXPLORATION COMMITTEE of the Royal Society of Victoria, 1863. Royal Society, Melbourne, 20th August, 1863 [but 1873, see below]. F’cap folio, First and only Complete Edition; pp. [ii](letter of transmission from John Macadam, verso blank), [ii](title, verso blank), [ii](second title, with list of officers & members of the Committee, verso blank), 8(First Report of the Exploration Committee of the Royal Society of Victoria (then the Philosophical Institute of Victoria). [text follows]), 4(Second Report ....), 2(Third Report ....), 6(Fourth Report ...., last blank), 4(Special Report of the Exploration Fund Committee for 1859, last blank), 4(Fifth Progress Report of the Exploration Committee of the Royal Society of Victoria for 1860, last blank), 8(Sixth Progress Report ... for 1861, last blank), 6(Seventh and Final Report ... for 1863, last blank), 6(Appendix I, last blank), 8(Appendix II); 16(Supplementary Final Report, last 3 blank); original quarter dark blue-green wave-embossed cloth, light blue-green printed papered boards, cut flush; but for some very minor soiling of the papered boards, a fine copy; extremely rare. Melbourne; Royal Society of Victoria; 1872 [1873]. ***Ferguson 15185 (Mitchell Library copy only, with no mention of binding and miscollated); see also Renard, Fox Collection 2183 (first issue 1863); McLaren 5530 et seq. (but all his entries are unsatisfactory); and Wantrup: Catalogue of the Davidson Collection (Part 3) 475 (a variant copy in special binding with the final leaves on white paper, see below). All pages are printed on blue paper, and the printer’s colophon “MASON AND FIRTH, PRINTERS, MELBOURNE.” appears only at the foot of the last page of Appendix II. The signatures (first 5 leaves unsigned, B1-4, C1-4, D1-4, E1-4, F1-2, G1-4, H1-4, last 8 leaves unsigned) and unity of appearance would seem to leave little doubt that the whole, excepting the final 16 leaves, was printed by Mason and Firth. Ferguson mentions a Supplementary Final Report of eight pages printed on white paper. In this
copy however, these pages are printed on blue laid paper, closely matching the blue wove paper of the earlier reports, the last blank, with the date Melbourne, 19th November, 1872 completing the report by William F. Stawell at the foot of Page 7. This is followed by a further 8 pages numbered 9-11 plus 2 unnumbered and 3 blank; these contain a List of Subscribers to the Exploration Fund, 3 pp., plus Balance Sheet and Summary of Expenditure, dated at end [Page 13] Melbourne, 7th July, 1873, and with the printer’s colophon at foot: STILLWELL AND KNIGHT, PRINTERS, COLLINS STREET EAST. The cover title reads identically to the title quoted above except for the date, which is 1872, but clearly this is a later, and final (final, final!) issue. This is an original binding, completely undisturbed, with the endpapers of blue laid paper similar to that used for the 16-page Supplementary Final Report, but with the chain lines running horizontally. Apart from the Supplementary Final Report the collation of this copy agrees exactly with Ferguson (but for the interleaves, these obviously added, perhaps only to some issues). The front board carries a complete duplication of the (first) title as transcribed above (that which Ferguson calls the “short title”), but for the date 1872. On Page 7 of the Supplementary Final Report it is stated that about 200 copies of the seven previous reports are [still] available and it is resolved to publish this “final Supplementary Report” bound up in one volume with these previous reports for distribution to public institutions in the colony and elsewhere. This must place an upper limit on the number of complete copies produced. Some copies are recorded with the final supplement printed on white paper, and several with varying lesser numbers of leaves to it. The configuration of this copy must however be the complete and final version, the care taken to match the paper and the unity of appearance and presence of the integral final blank surely signifying the intended finale to the whole sorry saga. It is noted at the foot of Page 7 that the last act of the Committee “has been to hand over to the Public Library and the Royal Society all their papers and documents, carefully secured in a suitable box.” #16383 A$13,500.00
73  Burl, Aubrey.  **STONEHENGE.**  A New History of the World's Greatest Stone Circle.  Med. 8vo, First Edition; pp. x, 274, [4](blank); frontispiece, 11 illustrations on 8 coloured plates, 35 figures, 6 tables, 3 appendices, notes, bibliography, index; original papered boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper.  London; Constable; (2006).  #41397  **A$45.00**
74  **Burn, David.** **PLAYS, AND FUGITIVE PIECES, IN VERSE,** by David Burn, Member of the Dramatic Authors’ Society. Author of “Van Diemen’s Land, Moral Physical and Political;” “Strictures (Agamemnon,) on the Navy;” “The Chivalry of the Mercantile Marine,” &c., &c., &c. Vol. I. Hobart Town, Van Diemen’s Land: Printed by William Pratt, 67, Elizabeth Street; Published by S. A. Tegg, 39 1/2, Elizabeth Street. 1842. First Edition; pp. [vi], 272(last blank); [vi], [273]-434, [2](Errata, verso blank); original cloth, paper label (worn) on spine (neatly rebacked, with original backstrip preserved); a very good copy; very rare. Hobart Town, Van Diemen’s Land; S. A. Tegg; 1842. ***Ferguson 3369; Serle, page 32; Miller & Macartney, page 91. The work consists of two volumes in one: the title-page to the second volume reads “OUR FIRST LIEUTENANT AND FUGITIVE PIECES, IN PROSE,” and continues as for the first volume. This copy has a small label pasted onto the free endpaper with the inscription: “To Thomas James Serle Esquire With the Sincerest regard of an ancient friend and Fellow Labourer The Author”. This was the first volume of plays in verse published in Australia and the third volume of verse published in Tasmania. David Burn emigrated to Tasmania in 1826 after serving in the navy, and became active in Tasmanian public affairs, notably in the movement for the cessation of transportation. He later moved to Sydney and to New Zealand where he engaged in journalism, dying at Auckland in 1875. #64277  

A$3500.00
75 Burnett, Ron. **HOW IMAGES THINK.** First Edition, First Paperback Impression; pp. xxii, 258(last 5 blank); several figures, references, index; original stiff wrappers; a nice copy. Cambridge, Massachusetts; The MIT Press; (2005). ***Includes additional “Notes on the Paperback Edition”. #45876  

A$30.00
76  Burns, Robert:  **POEMS AND SONGS OF ROBERT BURNS.**
A completely new edition, including over 60 poems appearing for the
first time in a collected edition, of which some have never before been
published. Edited and Introduced by James Barke. Cr. 8vo; pp. 736;
16 coloured plates, chronology, glossary, index; original vinyl, gilt;
a fine copy in dustwrapper. (London); Fontana / Collins; (1984).
***This collection first published 1955. #20688  
A$30.00
77  Burt, Cyril. **THE YOUNG DELINQUENT.** Fourth and Revised Edition, New Impression.  Fourth Edition, Third Impression; pp. xx, 662, [2](blank); 13 plates, 7 illustrations, 22 tables, 4 appendices including references, index of authors, index of subjects; original cloth; a very good copy in dustwrapper. Bickley, Kent; University of London Press, Ltd.; 1945.  #65314  

A$30.00
78 **Burton, Anthony.** *The Past at Work.* Photography by Clive Coote. 4to, First Edition; pp. 176 (last blank); 16 coloured plates (included in pagination), gazetteer, index; original cloth; a fine copy in dustwrapper. (London); Andre Deutsch, British Broadcasting Corporation; (1980). ***Industry before and after the industrial revolution.*** #39650 A$30.00
79  Bury, J. B.  *A HISTORY OF GREECE* to the Death of Alexander the Great.  Third Edition.  Revised by Russell Meiggs, Fellow of Balliol College, Oxford.  Cr. 8vo, Second Edition, Tenth Impression; pp. [ii], xxvi, 910(last blank), [6](adv., last 2 blank); 7 maps (2 coloured & folding, 5 full-page), 210 text figures (including illustrations & numerous smaller maps), chronological table, notes & references, index; original cloth (tape marks on endpapers); a very good copy.  London; Macmillan and Co., Limited; 1931.  #18099  A$25.00
80  **Bush, Barry.**  _The Cat Care Question and Answer Book_. Med. 8vo, First Edition; pp. 240; several illustrations, 6 tables, index; original papered boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper. London; Orbis Publishing; (1981). #45776  A$25.00
81 Bustard, Robert. **AUSTRALIAN SEA TURTLES.** Natural History and Conservation. First Edition; pp. [iv], 220; endpaper maps, 24 plates, 16 text figures, appendix, references, index; original papered boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper. London - Sydney; Collins; (1972).

#8675

A$45.00
82  **Byrd, Richard E.**  **ALLEIN!**  Auf einsamer Wacht im Sudeis. Mit 42 Abbildungen. Dritte Auflage. German Edition, Third Impression; pp. 300(last blank); 16 plates, 12 chapter decorations by Richard E. Harrison; original cloth; a very good copy. Leipzig; F. A. Brockhaus; 1940.  **German translation of "Alone". This edition is a useful addition to the literature as the 16 plates are not contained in the original American Edition.**  #8663

A$95.00
83  **Byron, Kenneth W.**  *Lost Treasures in Australia and New Zealand.*  With maps by Josephine Mayo.  First Edition; pp. 232; 16 plates (full-page maps); appendix, bibliography, notes, references, index; original cloth; a nice copy in silverfished dustwrapper.  Sydney; Ure Smith; (1964).  #2056  **A$75.00**
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